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Breaking down the barriers to beauty
Modern beauty standards have evolved to include more diverse body types, skin
tones and modes of gender expression
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As a child with oodles of Barbie dolls, I used non-permanent markers to give them make-up
and scissors to update their predictable, ﬂowing manes.
All were white and Caucasian with blonde hair, save a few brunettes. Every single one
showcased that coveted hourglass ﬁgure.
Thirty-plus years on, when my daughter Happy was born, I intentionally restricted Barbies
from her world, not wanting to perpetuate such an idolised standard of beauty.
Not until 2007, when we left the Big Apple to live in Singapore, did Happy, then 41/2 years old,
learn of these dolls. When I collected her from school one afternoon, she declared: "Mummy,
we need two Barbies."
"Oh dear. Why?" I asked gingerly.
"Because I need to give one away, but I also want one," she replied earnestly, followed with a
polite "please".

Her kindergarten was organising a "Donate Your Barbie" drive to send dolls to an orphanage in
China. How could I decline?
Barbie turned 60 last year with an inclusive "You Can Be Anything" campaign.
Today, various iterations of the doll exist, some petite and others with curvy frames, in a dozenplus skin tones, with careers as astronauts, lawyers and paleontologists. Not only has Barbie
evolved, but so have we all.
As a woman and mother, I am grateful to live in the most accepting time for diversity and
inclusivity in beauty, albeit amid the most intolerant geopolitical divide known in living
memory.
History reminds us beauty is not truth nor is it set in stone, and it is constantly changing.
Presently, no one would be caught dead with a unibrow, but look to the ancient Greeks, who
elongated their eyebrows into near-oneness. The Han Dynasty prized minuscule feet as utopian
beauty. Mediaeval Japanese women - like many around the world, including 25-year-old Queen
Elizabeth in 1558 - associated pale skin with wealth and leisure. Using powder, they painted
their faces white.
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France's King Louis XVI, who adored pageantry and make-up, decreed at only 17, when his
hairline began receding, that men should wear wigs in his court. During the Victorian era,
women literally suffered for beauty, applying make-up containing mercury, lead, arsenic and
ammonia.
Back then, the ultimate reﬁnement involved a tiny waist and those minuscule rosebud lips,
which would be ridiculed today as we line our lips larger than life.
The Roaring 1920s - with ﬂapper dresses, nary a corset in sight and bras worn only to ﬂatten
breasts - brought on boyish ﬁgures. With a bit of independence, women became more selfaware, vying less to gain appreciation from men.
World War II and the Depression led females to focus on not looking thin, for obvious reasons.
Fast forward to the supermodel look of the 1980s - toned yet curvy, attained through the Jane
Fonda ﬁtness craze - that somehow fed into the thinnest beauty ideal ever known, the waif look
or "heroin chic". Model Kate Moss, who famously said "nothing tastes as good as skinny feels",
reigned supreme.
In 2020, we ﬁnd ourselves in the Kim Kardashian moment of ﬂat stomach, large breasts and
derriere - albeit with the ultimate thigh gap.
Yet, with emboldened, independent women and with non-binary acceptance - aided by the
potency of the Black Lives Matter movement, which has seen socially aware young people
calling out injustices such as discrimination against people of darker skin tones - the past
decrees and rules of beauty are collapsing.

Versace recently showcased three full-ﬁgured women - Precious Lee, Alva Claire, and Jill
Kortleve - walking in its Milan fashion show. Feeling relief, I could foresee a future with
females, who resemble real women, representing us all.
Has the Western or Eurocentric beauty standard of fair skin ﬁnally been tossed aside? Not
entirely, but the positive news is that media and advertisers are including realistic portrayals of
women.
Today, we desire striking, distinctive faces, which reﬂect diversity. When singer Rihanna's
Fenty Beauty launched 40 shades of foundation, other cosmetics companies awoke from their
complacent lull.
With a vision of "Beauty For All", Fenty Beauty now ships to 137 countries and includes a men's
range called Gentlemen's Fenty Face.
As a mother of teens, I am embarrassed to admit I ﬁnd it diﬃcult to embrace this present
moment of bending gender norms.
While some men use as much product as I do or more, if I dare say something like "men should
not wear make-up", my daughter Bee, 12, shrugs, shaking her head dismissively.
"Get with it, mother. This is our world. Men and women are taking beauty into their own hands.
James Charles (inﬂuencer) looks fabulous in make-up and Billy Porter (actor) wears skirts," she
says.
I suppose I have much to unlearn from a lifetime of ingrained stereotypes.
Inevitably, the openness and tolerance, and ubiquitous selﬁes, do not stop people from aspiring
to look good.
The plethora of options - think plastic surgery, ﬁllers (for the face and even the bum) and
beauty ﬁlters on apps - means a massive amount of money is spent on aesthetics.
I confess that when I have a vitamin-C treatment over lunch and later meet friends for dinner, I
appreciate the compliments on my radiant glow.
Still, I have yet to go under the knife, although the global cosmetic surgery market may be
worth more than US$50 billion (S$68 billion) in ﬁve years' time.
In South Korea, one in three women between the ages of 19 and 29 has undergone cosmetic
surgery, according to Gallup Korea. Some say this is tragic, while others ﬁnd comfort in
knowing they can "ﬁx" what they do not like.

This current acceptance continues to our body size and proportions.
Kardashian, who has been a long-time proponent of wearing shapewear to smooth and contort
the body, has introduced Skims. The shapewear pieces come in nine colours, from size XXS to
5SL, because our ﬁgure - any colour and size - is no barrier to beauty. Take that, Barbie.
Six years ago, I was swimming with the young son of a family friend when he shrieked: "Auntie
Paige, Auntie Paige. What is it? What are those spots on your arms?"
As a youth, having a tan and not being too fair was my aim as I lathered Hawaiian Tropic oil
onto my body at the beach. Since I did not protect my skin (my parents did not know the
dangers of sun exposure), as an adult, I have suffered skin cancer twice, although nonmalignant. Alas, my arms are covered in sun spots and freckles due to an ideal beauty standard I
cherished as a teen.
Ultimately, what one ﬁnds gorgeous, another will not bat an eye at. Nearly all of us, save model
Bella Hadid with her virtually ﬂawless "Golden Ratio" face, must ﬁnd peace and pride in being
perfectly imperfect.
•This is the ﬁnal personal column to run in Life. All such columns on Sunday will move to the
new Views section from next week.
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